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Undermined
A standalone encounter for five adventurers
By Corwin Riddle

Matter Undermined is a standalone encounter designed for
five 19th to 21st-level adventurers. An ancient temple has
been unearthed, releasing the power and influence of
Ythilus, the elder brain from a destroyed illithid empire,
which has corrupted the minds of nearby humanoids in an
attempt to regain power. The players must descend into the
temple and fight off the mindless thralls and kill the elder
brain, all while maintaining their sanity.

waiting in the depths of the temple, it uses its expansive
psionic power to call and command those within its reach,
using its newly-created thralls and slaves to dig into the
temple’s underbelly in search of artifacts powerful enough
to create a portal between this world and the far realm. If
successful, the elder brain will be able to summon in powerful illithid to defend it, growing in power until the empire’s
former glory is restored.

BACKGROUND

GETTING THE PLAYERS
INVOLVED

It has long been said that the mines of Letharas are cursed.
Started for the search and excavation of mineral and gold
deposits, the diggers soon unearthed the remains of an enormous temple buried within the hills. After a considerable effort to open one of its doors, the temple revealed strange but
pristine architecture in excellent shape; shimmering halls
of purple stone and crystal, preserved against elements and
creatures. A search for life found nothing but crystal-laden,
ornate artifacts, untouched, as if the temple—and everything
inside—were abandoned and sealed long before its decent.
Those who stayed in the temple for an extended period of
time began to develop splitting headaches and left; others,
unwilling to leave in the face of exploration and treasure,
stayed, and were driven mad—wandering into the deep black
of the lower floors, disappearing into the darkness forever.
Sensing a dark presence, the excavators agreed upon sealing
the temple once more. Although most of the adventurers and
explorers decided to leave the artifacts and treasures behind,
some of the greediest excavators filled their satchels and
arms with the strange crystal artifacts, carrying them to the
surface as the doors were closed behind them.
Within days, the artifacts corrupted the minds of their
owners, filling their thoughts with whispers and beckoning
them back to the temple. One by one, the former explorers
left their homes and lives behind, carrying the artifacts to
the temple, which had been broken open once again. Inside,
deep within its darkest corridors, an ancient elder brain
waits, the sole-survivor of an ancient illithid empire. Now,

Matter Undermined is a standalone encounter, but can easily
be turned into a full adventure. The PCs can stumble upon
the temple, find an artifact that calls them to it, or even be
called themselves through the elder brain’s whispers. You
can send your players into the temple with one or more of
the following hooks:

Hook 1: Insane

in the

Membrane

The mysterious disappearances and psychic disturbances
surrounding the mines of Letharas have drawn in some interested parties. One of the newcomers is a githyanki warrior
named Levjin, who knows much of the former illithid empires. He tells the PCs that the situation is likely caused by
the behavior of an elder brain, a giant brain of psychic power
that controls weaker minds, who uses the crystal artifacts to
extend its psionic reach.
The brain will attempt to gather as many slaves and thralls
as possible, eventually absorbing their brains and growing
even more powerful. Levjin has come at the behest of his
own elders to investigate the situation and offer a bounty to
resolve it if it poses a serious threat. Levjin asks the PCs to
descend into the temple and kill the elder brain, warning
them that their sanity will be attacked during the process.
The elder brain is likely immobile, he advises, and weak to
strong melee attacks—if the PCs can get close enough.
Quest XP: 5,600 XP and 50,000 gp for killing Ythilus,
the elder brain.

Hook 2: We Changed Our Minds

Thralls

The PCs are approached by a burly-looking man and a small,
dainty woman. They both seem nervous and uncomfortable and explain to the PCs that their minds are stuck in the
other’s body; the man, Hurle, stole what he thought was a
valuable crystal vase, hiding it under his bed. When he and
his wife, Turla, woke up the next morning, they were stuck
in each other’s bodies. Investigating his predicament, Hurle
heard rumors about the temple and the strange magical
qualities of the crystal artifacts found there. He immediately
destroyed the crystal artifact, thinking it would fix the situation—but no luck.
Hurle asks the PCs to head into the temple and find a
way to reverse his situation, offering to pay them a tidy sum
on their return. Normally, he’d handle this himself, but he
doesn’t think he could get very far in his wife’s delicate and
dainty little body.
Quest XP: 2,800 XP and 10,000 gp for finding a way to
return Hurle and Turla to their rightful bodies.

Ythilus will call additional thralls into battle:

Hook 3: Breaking

the

Entering

A dwarven artificer, Drul, was present for both the initial
opening and sealing of the temple, and although he didn’t
bring any of the artifacts back with him, he was able to
determine some of their innate magical abilities during the
short time he spent examining them. Drul tells the PCs that
many of the crystal artifacts have been heavily inundated
with psionic energy from the far realm, and, if enough of the
artifacts were brought together, it would be possible for a
strong psionic presence to focus their power into creating a
link between the two realms—a portal strong enough to allow
creatures from the far realm to enter our world.
To stop such a catastrophe from happening, Drul asks the
PCs to enter the temple and shatter or deactivate the most
powerful crystal artifacts, which will keep the portal from being activated and keep the far realm out of this realm.
Quest XP: 2,800 XP for breaking 4 giant crystal artifacts.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Crystal Artifacts
There are magical crystal artifacts placed in the chamber:

of

Ythilus

•

Two thralls will appear at the end of every round, spawning at a temple door and entering the initiative order.

•

The thralls will appear at a different door each round,
chosen by moving clockwise around the map to the next
closest door each time a thrall is spawned.

•

When Ythilus is bloodied, three thralls will spawn each
round instead of one, appearing adjacent to the doors in
clockwise order around the map.

•

When a player destroys a crystal artifact, the four thralls
closest to that crystal artifact immediately die.

Mind Warp
Three times during the battle, Ythilus will cast Mind Warp
on the party, switching their brains around. To make this
work, your players will be switching their character sheets
around and playing another player’s character.
When Mind Warp is cast, follow these steps:
1. Roll the attack against all players in range.
2. Every player that was hit by Mind Warp passes their character sheet, info, and power cards to their left, stopping
at the first player who was also hit by Mind Warp.
3. Each player controls the character they were handed until another Mind Warp (they pass their current character
to the left again) or until the skill challenge Out of Our
Minds (they return to their own character).
4. Players not hit by Mind Warp do nothing during this.
5. When Mind Warp hits them again, they do not return to
their original characters. They pass their sheets to the
left again, most likely taking on another character for a
while.
It’s a little weird and a little crazy, but I guarantee your players will
flip out with excitement and panic. They should be at level 20 by
now, so they’ ll be familiar with how others play their characters.
For a smooth encounter, consider this advice:
•

Before the encounter begins, have your players keep
track of remaining encounter and daily powers on a
post-it, to be passed with their character sheets.

•

It might be easier to have players stand up and switch
seats instead of passing papers around.

•

Each crystal artifact has defenses of 30 and can take
three hits before shattering.

•

•

A player can also make a DC 30 Arcana check to immediately shatter a crystal artifact.

If players are taking too long during their turns, set a 60
second limit for each turn—watch them panic! Muhaha!

•

•

When a crystal artifact shatters, the four closest thralls
immediately die and Ythilus takes 40 damage.

The difficulty of the encounter takes this device and
their unfamiliarity into account for difficulty.

GETTING STARTED
Read this as the players enter the temple:
Descending through the winding tunnels of the Letharas mines, a
strong sense of pressure bears down upon you—your heads begin to
ache slightly. Pulsing in time with the pains is a faint luminescence
within the temple walls, undulating a deep purple. “Do not resist,” a
sibilant voice whispers inside your head, “I am Ythilus, your master.”

AREA: Sanctum

of

Ythilus

Read this when the PCs approach the elder brain’s sanctum:
As you enter the temple’s sanctum, you feel your will immediately
weakened, slowly succumbing to the psychic power of Ythilus. The
walls pulse with an almost sentient awareness of your presence, and
you feel yourself drawn to the center of the room. An enormous crystal chamber sits there, filled with a glowing green and orange liquid.
Inside, you can make out the shape of a giant gelatinous object, an enormous brain gently moving back and forth within the
chamber. Surrounding the chamber are several large crystal artifacts
and a number of humanoids, now mindless slaves to the elder brain.
“You have come here of your own free will,” Ythilus whispers. “Or
perhaps not.”

Perception (DC 22): The crystal chamber holding Ythilus seems
fragile—being close to the chamber should reveal weakened areas for
melee attacks.
Arcana (DC 22): The crystal artifacts are psionically-charged,
and could be deactivated by those learned in magic or shattered by
several hits of brute force.

Setup
1 Ythilus, the Elder Brain (Y)
6 Thralls of Ythilus (T)

Features

of the

Area

Height: The ceiling is a dome, peaking at 50 ft.
Illumination: The chamber is brightly lit by the glowing
crystals and walls.
Crystal Artifacts: Marked as purple crystals, see Special
Features for details.
Temple Doors: Marked as small doors on the edges of the
map, the thralls will spawn here at the end of each round.
The doors lead only to small chambers where more thralls
wait.

Tactics
•

Ythilus cannot move, and any PC within 20 squares
takes a penalty to Will from Weakened Resolve.

•

Ythilus is vulnerable to melee attacks and is fully aware
of its fragility, doing whatever it can to keep the PCs at
bay and using Mind Spike and Terrifying Recoil each turn
(Terrifying Recoil being a minor action) to push the PCs
away, using Twisted Visage when they group up around it.

•

Ythilus will use Yell of Ythilus to dominate a player,
always giving preference to using its standard action on
keeping a PC under control if the recharge is up.

•

Mind Warp is automatically cast when Ythilus hits 75%,
50%, and 25% health, forcing affected players to switch
characters.

•

The thralls of Ythilus will try to stay between Ythilus and
the PCs, using Maul to attack and trying to get closer to
Ythilus to make use of The Master’s Blessing.

Combat Flavor
If you dislike reading powers and effects to your players, give
them hints with the following flavor text.
When PCs are affected by Weakened Resolve, read:
Being near to Ythilus and his psionic energy puts a large strain on
your will, lowering your mental defenses.
When a crystal artifact is destroyed, read:
The artifact shatters, letting out a pulse of psionic energy, instantly
killing nearby thralls and damaging Ythilus’s chamber.
When a thrall appears, read:
Called by its master, another mindless slave enters the room to
protect the elder brain.
When a thrall makes use of The Master’s Blessing, read:
The thrall grows in power as it nears the elder brain.
When a PC hits Ythilus with a melee attack, read:
The crystal chamber holding Ythilus is fragile, and your strong
melee attack deals additional damage.
When Ythilus uses Terrifying Recoil, read:
Ythilus fills your mind with horrifying images, forcing you to retreat.
When Ythilus uses Mind Warp, read:
The room glows a blinding white as you are suddenly overcome with
a splitting headache. For a moment, you feel separated from your
body—when it fades, you find yourself in the body of your ally.

Ythilus,
the Elder Brain

Huge natural animate

Level 22 Elite
Controller
XP 8,300

HP 600; Bloodied 300
Initiative +14
AC 33, Fortitude 32, Reflex 28, Will 33
Perception +16
Speed 0 (hover)
Darkvision
Saving Throws +2; Action Points 1
Traits
R Weakened Resolve✦Aura 20
Any player in the aura takes a -2 penalty to Will.
Immobility
Ythilus cannot move, and cannot be moved or damaged by any forced
movement, including teleportation, push, pull, and slides.
Fragility
Successful melee attacks against Ythilus deal an additional 1d10 damage.
Standard Actions
R Mind Spike (psychic, teleportation)✦At-Will
Attack: Ranged 10/20 (two creatures); +24 vs Will
Hit: 4d10 + 15 psychic damage and the targets are teleported 8 squares
away from Ythilus.
A Twisted Visage (psychic, teleportation)✦At-Will
Attack: Close Burst 3; +24 vs Will
Hit: 3d10 + 10 psychic damage and the targets are teleported 8 squares
away from Ythilus.
r Yell of Ythilus (psychic, charm)✦Recharge 456
Attack: Ranged 10; +25 vs Will
Hit: The target is dominated (save ends). Only one player can be dominated by Ythilus at a time.
Minor Actions
r Terrifying Recoil (psychic)✦At-Will
Attack: Ranged 8 (one creature); +24 vs Will
Hit: 15 psychic damage, and the target moves its speed plus 2 squares
away from Ythilus, avoiding hazardous and difficult terrain if possible.
Triggered Actions
Mind Warp
Trigger: Ythilus reaches 450, 300, or 150 hit points.
Effect: Ythilus uses the following attack:
Attack: Area burst 20; +26 vs Will; reroll attack if roll is under 10.
Hit: Each player hit by Mind Warp is subjected to the effects listed in
Special Features: Mind Warp.
Skills Arcana +24, Bluff +22, Diplomacy +22, Intimidate +22
Str 17 (+14)
Dex 17 (+14)
Wis 21 (+16)
Con 24 (+18)
Int 26 (+19)
Cha 23 (+17)
Alignment Evil
Languages Common, telepathy 10

Thrall of Ythilus

Medium natural humanoid (human)

Level 19 Minion
XP 600

HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion
Initiative +16
AC 31, Fortitude 30, Reflex 31, Will 29
Perception +12
Speed 4
Darkvision
Traits
The Master’s Blessing
A thrall within 4 squares of Ythilus gains a +2 bonus to attack rolls and
deals an additional 10 damage with each attack.
Standard Actions
b Maul (weapon)✦At-Will
Attack: +23 vs AC
Hit: 7 damage
Str 26 (+19)
Dex 27 (+19)
Wis 19 (+15)
Con 24 (+18)
Int 3 (+7)
Cha 3 (+7)
Alignment Unaligned
Languages Common

Conclusion

Adjustments

When defeated, the crystal chamber containing Ythilus
cracks and breaks, spilling cerebral fluid and Ythilus onto
the temple floor. Ythilus whispers to the players again, this
time weak, wheezing: “Your minds are weak, mortals—I shall
invade your thoughts soon enough...” One of the crystal artifacts
contains a level 22 magical weapon, which, upon inspection,
does not carry the psionic taint of Ythilus.

If you like this encounter but aren’t sure how to fit it into
your campaign, here is some advice:
We have too few or too many players:
For 4 players, subtract two of the initial thralls and give Terrifying
Recoil a recharge of 456. For 6 players, add two thralls, and allow Mind Spike to affect two targets instead of one.
We aren’t the right level:
Ythilus is a custom monster, but is based off the brain in a jar monster found in the Monster Builder, so tweak the numbers and
use the Dungeon Master’s Guide to determine the appropriate
damage.
It’s too easy:
If the fight has been going on for a while and the PCs aren’t having
any problems, keep adding thralls. But if they’re doing well even
with the Mind Warp effect, then they should be rewarded for their
playing—as long as they’re still having fun.
It’s too hard:
If most of the party is melee or close range combatants, it might be a
little difficult with Ythilus constantly pushing them back from melee
range. If this is the case, use Terrifying Recoil as a recharged ability
and add in more crystals for the players to destroy and clear out
thralls while damaging Ythilus.
My players don’t want to switch characters:
With my group this sort of thing isn’t much of a hassle because
everyone uses the Character Builder sheets and power cards, so
we can find the powers and abilities easily. Make sure to read the additionally advice in Special Features for tips on making this part
run smoothly.
That being said, it might be possible that your players throw a fit
and hate this mechanic. If so, consider having them save against it
to switch back.
There’s no point to the skill challenge:
Out of Our Minds is just something fun for players to do while
still (most likely) using someone else’s character. Instead of being
the brute who has to beat on everything, you’re suddenly the fragile
wizard who helps win the Arcana and History checks.
While it is true that some of the skills don’t make sense (if my
mind was transferred, then wouldn’t I still know my knowledge
skills?), it’s easily explained by stuff such as muscle memory or keen
eyes, or something other than the literal brain that made you so good
at those skills in the first place. Have fun with it!
We want to play a full adventure:
The mines of Letharas open up to an ancient temple of a fallen
illithid empire. Ythilus doesn’t have to be the sole survivor, there
could be mind-flayers and other psionic monsters waiting within the
temple, defending the elder brain while it attempts to open up the far
realm and summon reinforcements (or perhaps create a new empire
with the thralls it has been collecting.

SKILL CHALLENGE
If you want to continue the encounter, then have your players remain affected by both Mind Warp and the -2 penalty
to Will from Weakened Resolve. To remove these affects, they
must complete the following skill challenge.

Out

of

Our Minds

Though the physical vessel of Ythilus has been destroyed, his presence is still active in the temple and your minds.
Setup: To remove the Will penalty and regain their correct
bodies (as well as Hurle and Turla), the PCs must destroy the
psionic taint left behind by Ythilus and his presence.
Level: 20
Complexity: Requires 6 successes; failures don’t matter.
Primary Skills: Arcana, Athletics, Perception, Insight,
Nature, Thievery (no maximum successes for each skill)
Arcana (DC 22; must be used for at least 2 successes): You focus your abilities to separate the essence of Ythilus from the temple,
reducing its influence over you.
Athletics (DC 22): You destroy the remnants of a crystal artifact,
releasing any remaining psionic energy.
Perception (DC 22): You notice a section of the wall seems out of
place, discovering an organic remnant of Ythilus inside, which you
quickly destroy.
Insight (DC 22): You concentrate on Ythilus and the whispers inside your head, using the telepathic link to uncover a hidden artifact
full of its taint.
Nature (DC 22): You detect a lifeforce in the remaining cerebral
fluid and separate it from the crystal, weakening the psionic power.
Thievery (DC 22): You notice some runes hidden within the
temple walls and scratch them out, removing their link to Ythilus.
Secondary Skills: History, Endurance
History (DC 13): You recall a piece of information about the
illithid empires, which helps decipher runes inscribed on a crystal
artifact. Add a +2 bonus to an ally’s primary skill check.
Endurance (DC 13): You steel your mind against Ythilus, allowing you to concentrate fully and assist your allies. Add a +2 bonus
to an ally’s primary skill check.
Success: Your minds begin to clear as Ythilus fades away; his
presence has been removed from your thoughts and the temple.
The PCs return to their normal bodies and lose the penalty
to Will. Hurle and Turla are also returned to their bodies.
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Enjoy this adventure? Visit www.readyanaction.com for more free encounters, with a new one added each week!

